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3EAM IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT BY THE WIRE METHOD 
IJSING A SYNTHETIC PIICSE TECHNIQUE 
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Summary 

ThE: coaxial wire method is widely used to 
simulaLa the Image current and the electromagnetic 
field of a bunch. >leasuraments are usually performed 
in frequency (impodanca) or time-domain (k-parametar). 
Some limits of validity and possible sourcas of error 
applying this simulation [method are discussed. In 
general ens may expect correct results if measurements 
arts restricted Lo single localized impedances much 
smaller than the characteristic impedance of the coax- 
ial line (beampipe with center wire). In case OF more 
than one tocatrsed small impedance in a given beam- 
pipe time-filtaring can be applied, provided Lhere is 
sufFiclent spatial separatron to reduce the probleln to 
the case of isolaled single impedances and to ellmin- 
ate multiple reflectlons from nonmatched 50 ohm tran- 
sitions at the end of lha beampipa. Tht: techniqtia con- 
slsts in generating a synthetic pulse in time doimarn 
via FFT,from measurements taken in the frequency 
domain. This loads to higher spectral power density 
Lhan realtime or sampling pulse measurements thus 
giving higher dynamic range and better repruducibil- 
ity. The impsdance Z(w) as well as the loss parameter 
k as a function of the bunch length L can than be 
deduced by computations. 
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Measurement Set-up 

As depicted In Fig. 1, two independent sys- 
(terns have been used both based on the classical coax- 

la1 WLTF: method [I 1 which lransforms the beam-pipe to 
be measured 111 a .coaxial transmission line of charac- 
terlstic impedance ZL for each cansldered fre- 
querlcy . The correspandlng beam impedance I(w) can be 
related (I) to the scatterinq matrix transmission coef- 
flclent 31(u). The equivalent two-port is descrtbad 
referring to a reference Ilne w1tt-l identlca L 
matchlnq sect lores and equal Langth !+R+jX; IIIKZL!. 

21 OEd~l REf=(l-R/2Z~)*exp (-j(X)/ZZL) (I) 

The use of the transmllted wave instead of the ceflr%- 
ted one reduces the error ln I, specially in case of 
distrlbutsd impedance [I]. Taking the difference bet- 
ween object and reference measurement, as proposed 
earlier (I-5) induces addltlonal errors due to asym- 
metrles of the power splittec/comblner and nan equal 
object and reference matching sections. A sequent ial 
measuremenL of the two lines allows the use of the 
same center cunductor and matching sections. If In- 
stead of the difference the complex ratio of these two 
transmission rneasurelnents is computed, then this 
method is equivalent to a network analyzer procedure. 

In a first set-up, the measurements are per- 
forned via a vector voltmeter (0.3 - 2000 MHz), an 
s-parameler test set (5 - 2000 MHz) and a synthesized 
signal generator controlled by a desk top computer 
following a flow diagram summarized in Fig. 2. Alter- 
natively the HP 8510 system was often used havinq more 
comfort in operation but with a minimum frequency of 
45 MHz being not very well adapted for certain objects 
and also showing some difflcultles for special data 
treatment (k-parameter). In both cases, the frequency 
domain data were either evaluated directly in the 
frequency domain or converted into the time domain via 
FFT (or CHIRP-Z)) la obtain a synthetic pulse. Inde- 
pendent whether the raw data (= measurements) are 
taken in the F- or T-domain (sampling scope, not used 
here), a great advantage of time flltatlng consists in 
eliminating (by time window e.g. only the first pulse 
taken) the eFfect of multiple reflections on the f1na.L 
result. Rut it should be pointed out that the use of 
the tlrne window has lo he checked carefully since big 
errors or even meaningless results may be produced 
tills way. The influence of the characteristic impe- 
dance, ZL , has been systematically studled hy using 
dlPferent wires (ZL q 4aR J 508 matched, 1258 rests- 
tlvely matched, 32OQ unmalched). Unavoidable small 
lengths differences between object and reference pipes 
were carefully measured mechanically and Laken into 
accounl as a delay which may be approximated as an 
additional Inductance. To achieve the high amplitude 
and phase stahillty required during a tune to carry 
out reference and objecl measurement (= 30 min.), 
semirigid cables and APC 7 connectors were employed, 
and it was tried to keep the temperature rariatlons in 
the laboratory as small as possible. 

Longitudinal Measurements 

A typical bellow (10 100 mm. OD 120 mm, 
length 38 mm with 6 undulations) was measured in 
transmlsslon and reflection (Fig. 3, Fig. 4) using 
time fllterlng. The beam impedance (imag. part1 
result lng from the translnisslon measurement was 
checked to be independent (within + 10%) of 21 . 
Good agreement was also found with theoretical results 
obtaLned by analytical formulation and by a numerical 
approach [z]. The apparent energy loss lndlcated In 
Fig. 3 hy the decrease of 521 

b ’ 
(0.02 db at 1 GHz) 

1s in fact explained by t e measured reflected power 
(soLtd line! Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3 Bellow Transmlsslon Measurement 

- Ampl. O.OZdb/div; -- Phase l’/div 
45 MHz - 1000 MHz 

If, as a check, IS11 1 resulting from the 
inductance C = 0.67 nH (derived from 21) 1s cal- 
culated one obtains much less reflection than meas- 
ured (Fig.4). To construct a reasonable model which 
fits Sll and 31 and cuntains L : 0.67 nH, the 
effect?ve ID of this bellow in the coaxial line was 
assumed to he reduced due to electric field concen- 
trations on the corrugation. With a 4852 “W1reV’ (48Q 
because of mechanical ease) the hollow model consists 
of a 38 mm section of 42Q line and LS = 0.67 nH 
(Flg.4). This example shows that even for small, 
localised objects reflection measurements alone may 
give wrong results, and that it might be necessary to 
correct transmission Imeasurements for the reflected 
energy. For the bellows mentioned-above the reson- 
ance frequency was found to be around 4.7 GHz. A 
distinct increase in ripple (31, no time filter) 
above the beam-pipe cut-off frequency is attributed 
to waveguide mode interaction. Fig. 5 gives an idea 
for the reflected energy from a double sharp step 
(I meter separation) and a double tapered step. The 
equivalent trarlsmisslon (125Q sysiem) would consist 
of a 12552 - 8562 - 125Q structure and a parallel 
capacitor at each impedance step (850 1s a 
theoretical value for the elliptic beam-pipe with 
center conductor). With these impedance steps only, 
and time filtering provided to suppress multiple 
reflection one obtains (zl-, = 125Q, ZL2 = a5Q) 
the transmitted pawer (Fig. 5, dashed line). 

Pt/Pinc”l-Z((Z~~-Z~2)j(ZL~+ZL2))*= -0.36 db (2) 

Fig. 4 Bellow Reflection Measurement 
xxxx SII from L=O.67 nH 
oooo Sll from L30.67 nH, Z~=420 
IO dt3/dlv; 45 MHz - 1000 MHz 

To determine the beam Impedance here only the 
phase-shlfl of the transmitted signal (not depicted) 
1s relevant because Re{Z} 1s small. The tapered transl- 



t.lOrl exhlhlts an lnlerestlng behavlour. For low 
frequencies the response is slmllar tu the sharp step 
but For higher frequencies the taper acts like a 
matching section, lhus reducing reflectluns. It shoulcj 
i3e noted that different time windows showed little 
effect on the response which might be considered as an 
lndlcation for correct filtering. Also in this case a 
mlsslng correc:tion for lhe reflected energy wot~ld show 
up as high real part of L. - 

Fig. 5 Influence of Time Window (Gatlng): 2,3,4 ns 
- Tapered Transition round-elliptic (2x) 
-- Sharp Transition round-elliptic (2x) 
45 MHz - 1000 MHz; 0.1 dB/div 

Transverse Measurements 

The transverse lmpedanca could be obtained 
from measurements to extend the single coaxial wire 
technique towards a set-up with two parallel off- axis 
wires or a metallic plane in the center and one off- 
3x1s wire. Here the two-wire version was chosen, main- 
ly because of mechanical simpllclty. Since it would be 
rather dlfflcult to provide broadband-matched end 
pieces for such a set-up it was decided to lake simply 
flaL end plates with N-connectors and to remove the in- 
fluence of reflections by means of time-filtering. To 
ensure only odd mode excitation I@, 3 d8 power split- 
ters (IBI?’ hybrids) were used. In this case an even 
mode rejectIon of at least 40 dB (20 dE either side) 
may be expected. Similar experiments wiLh cavities 
(two off-axis probes) fur mode selective excitation 
have shown a rejection of 60 to 80 d8 for the unwanted 
mode. In the frequency range of interest (0.045-1GHz) 
the power splitter/combiner had no relevant amptltude 
ripple and phase dlstortlons so that a relative clean 
pulse could be obtained. 

Loss-Parameter 

COT k-Parameter measurements mostly the 
relation 131 

2Zo/lo(t)[lo(t)-lm(t)]dt 
k= ____ -_-____I_- 

[li,(L)dt 1’ 

IS applied under the condition that the pulse throuqh 
the measurement object is time-shifted such, that the 
First IO - 20% coincide with the reference pulse. 
Equation (3) 1s well adapted If real-tilne or sampllng- 
scope techniques are used but problems may arise with 
synthetic pulse techniques. To generate a synthetic 
pUlSe where equation (3) can be applied, low pass 
interpolation of the FFT reslult is an implicit condi- 
tlon. This may create serious restrict Lens to the 
sampling process in the frequency domain, since in this 
CilSe equidistant sampling, starting at F = 0 1s 
requlrsd. Also a DC-component must be defined for 
cases where otherwlse non tolerable truncation errors 
in lhe time-domain would occur. For bandpass-lnter- 

polatlon (HP 8510 system) Lhe restrlctlnn of equl- 
di-,tant F-dumain sampling IS removed hut the corres- 

Ypondlng time-domain response LS no longer directly 
comparable wilh a low-pass pulse. It has rather the 
meaning of the Imodulus of the complex envelope of a 
carrier modulated slgnal . Here it could be advnn- 
tageous to use lmmedlatelv the F-donatn deflnltlon 

k = 1 (o /4).(R/Q) * exp (-UJ* 3’) (41 
n n 

For Q + - eq. (4) cat> be converted [5] into 

k = j Re (Z) * exp !-0202) dw (5) 

The frequency range for practical k measurements 1s 
given by the Frequencies where the constrlbution of 
the integrand becomes negligible. This is the case at 
low frequency where Re!Z) 1s still = 0 and al high 
frequencies when exp(-rrr202) approaches zero. It 
should be polnted out that eq. (5) IS also approxi- 
lnately valid for finite Q. 

Conclusion -____ 

As already pointed out the performed meas- 
urements show that correct results are most likely 
obtalned in transmission (and not in reflection). 
This requires In qeneral high stability and very good 
reproducibility (to.01 dR, 2 0.5 deg at 1 Ghr) of the 
test bench including the network analyzer, cables and 
connectors, since the observable changes in amplitude 
and phase may he small. Time filtering 1s an effec- 
tive tool to remove multiple reflections. Measured 
results in terms of 

y<zL 

beam-impedance of various 
(bellows, pickup, steps) for different 

ch racteristlc impedances (50 Q, 125 Q, 320 Q) are 
practically independent of the center wire diameter 
and agree relatively well with theoretical values. 
Care musL be taken not to excite higher order modes 
if the measurement frequencies are above cut-off for 
the beam-pipe, particularly iF no time-filtering or 
k-parameters evaluations are used. 
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